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Minutes of September 15th 2010 General Meeting
Venue:

South Ballajura Community Centre

Commenced at 8.01pm. Chaired by President Peter Stoeckel
Present:

10 members, 1 visitor (Geoff Knight)

Apologies: Elana Kolman, Josh Lucocq, Chas Riegert, Michelle & Holly Walker,
Joseph Kolman
Minutes of Previous Meeting:
by Morris Kolman

accepted and moved by Greg Walker; seconded

Inwards Correspondence:

Bank statement

Outwards Correspondence:

Letter to Geoff Knight

Treasurer’s Report:

Current balance:
Deposit:

$690.50
$105.00

New Balance:

$795.50

Field Day Report: Ian Cook reported that there is a possibility of a Rottnest Field
Day trip at the end of July 2011. This also coincides with a AAA event.
Morris queried about the extension of boundaries if there are no
low tides – Ian explained that the tides will be low. If necessary, changes can be
made at arrival of position.
Dry Casting Report:
Winner of the day – Peter Stoeckel. Full results in
September Newsletter. Fees for DC same as FD fees – Single $5; Family $10
AAA Report:
enquiries to be made as to the Beachcombers being place onto
the AAA of WA website.
General Business:
Ian Cook reported that a fish has to be weighed on
certified scales for it to be entered for AAA state/national records.
Morris mentioned a new American “Super Store” that was
reported on Channel 7’s Today Tonight – may be worth keeping on eye out for
sponsorship from this company.
Mark Hansen brought information regarding Dry Casting
in New Zealand in April 2011.
Peter Stoeckel asked for Beachcomber members to
participate in the AAA State Dry Casting Championships in October 2010.
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Geoff Knight introduced himself and spoke of fundraising ideas
that he uses through Rotary and that assistance may be available from this source.
The Club thanks Geoff for his offer of support and welcomed
him at any time.
Raffle:

Folding Fish and Crab Measure
Donated by Mark Hansen (from the “Complete Angler” on Stirling Hwy)
Won by Malcolm Harris

Meeting Closed:

9.00pm

Next Meeting Dates:

Wednesday 20th October
Wednesday 17th November
Wednesday 15th December (bring a plate)

ALL MEETINGS COMMENCE AT 8.00PM

President:

Peter Stoeckel

jenspirit@bigpond.com
0417 283 265

Vice President:

Malcolm Harris

info@circa.net.au

Treasurer:

Jennie Stoeckel

jenspirit@bigpond.com
0417 283 262

Secretary:

Michelle Walker

gregwalkercontract@bigpond.com
0407 037 725

Field Day Officer: Ian Cook
Mark Hansen
Social Organiser: Greg Walker

ian_cook@iinet.net.au
mhansen@iinet.net.au
gregwalkercontract@bigpond.com
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WAGOE FIELD DAY
25 - 27 SEPTEMBER 2010
It was with great expectations that we planned for the trip to Wagoe. Morris and
Joseph Kolman, Ian Cook with Charles Faure decided to get a heads up start on the
rest of the members and drove up on the Thursday. They took the new Indian Ocean
Drive. This road has just been opened and there is still some minor road works in
progress. The road follows the coast from Lancelin passing Wedge Island,
Cervantes, Jurien Bay, Green Head, Leeman and again joining the Brand Hwy just
north of Cliff Head. It is a pleasant drive for most of the trip with some nice scenery
and glimpses of the ocean. It is slightly shorter than the inland road and with very
few trucks.

MAL’S VERY IMPRESSIVE 2.6 KG TAILOR
We set up camp in the Wagoe Chalet and took a drive down to the beach to check
out the water conditions. There was a moderate swell and light winds. There was
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spaghetti bolognaise on the menu for dinner with a drop or two of Scotch to liven the
spirits for the next morning’s fishing.
Friday mornings conditions where a little rough with a sea breeze. The fishing was
slow with little evidence of good fish. There was no bait fish activity. Charles picked
up a small Tailor and some Wirrah.

“A VERY HAPPY CHAP’

CHARLES WITH HIS MULLOWAY

Morris decided to go to Lucky Bay via the beach. Not a good idea as about 3 K south
of the Lagoon he slewed down the steeply inclined beach and became bogged to the
running boards well below the high watermark. Charles and I spotted this person
walking up the beach and wondered who would be that keen on exercise. Low and
behold it was Morris in a state of exhaustion and just a tad frantic. Charles and I
decided not to venture along this area and drove through the bush behind the dunes
to where Morris’s Prado was precariously stuck. We then spent a couple of hrs
jacking up the vehicle wheel by wheel and packing sand back in the holes. As Morris
had no suitable material to use as sand planks I used the lids of my Nally bins. This
allowed us to move 1 metre before repositioning the lids and moving another metre.
By this time Morris was becoming “very frantic” as the water was washing around the
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wheels. Morris wanted me to give it the stick. Once of the lids, we would have gone
down to the chassis again, so it was just a gradual process to move above the tide
line. I keep telling people that Nally bins are tough gear and this supported this claim.
The sequel to this tail of poor terrain judgment “twice “ will be found in Mark’s article
elsewhere in the magazine. Unfortunately we did not have time for photographs.

SOME OF THE WAGOE CREW & THE SUNDAY BARBECUE
The rest of the group arrived after lunch and set up camp. Late in the afternoon
Morris and Joseph drove down to Port Gregory and fished the Hutt River mouth till
early evening. Again there was little activity.
We signed on early Saturday morning and everyone headed off to try some serious
fishing. The morning was very quiet. Things looked up when I pulled in a 1.6 kg
Southern Blue Spotted Flathead. This is the best example of a Flathead I have
seen since the days of the Causeway fishing at Shark bay.
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COOKIE WITH A
1.6 KG
SOUTHERN BLUE
SPOTTED
FLATHEAD
By lunch time the
consensus was to have
a feed and watch the
AFL Grand Final. It was
a great game and
enjoyed by all who sat
back having a few
nibbles and more than
a few scotches. Mal
and Vix fished till quite
late and caught some
good tailor and small mulloway.
It was peter and Jenny’s wedding anniversary so there took trip into Kalbarri for a
few hours. In the mean time Morris was up to his antics again. See Marks article for
further laughs.

MORRIS RECOVERING FROM HIS
HARROWING ORDEAL EARLIER IN
THE DAY
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PETER STOECKEL’S NEW PRIDE AND JOY
Sunday morning was disappointing as the fish just did not appear so we were happy
to go back to the chalets for the lunch time barbecue. The afternoon was a repeat of
the morning till Charles got his 8 kg Mulloway with my donated last bait.
All those who attended had great fun regardless of the small number of quality fish
caught. The weather was ideal for a holiday with warm days and cool nights. The
trip home was again a pleasant drive in good conditions with relatively light traffic.

Raw Length Competition

Points Competition

Annella Riegert

0

Malcolm Harris

2555

Wendy Hansen

0

Ian Cook

1731

107

Charles Faure

1622

Tina Lingard

0

Vix Alexander

545

Phil Brayne

0

Mark Hansen

106

Vix Alexander

Peter Stoeckel
Morris Kolman

Morris Kolman
Wendy Hansen

80
30

Kaitlin Stoeckel [MJ]

20

86

Peter Stoeckel

20

549

Jennie Stoeckel

10

Kaitlin Stoeckel [MJ]
Josh Lococq

0
0

Joseph Kolman
Daniel Plach

10
10

Josef Kolman

0

Chas Riegert

0

Jennie Stoeckel

0

Elana Kolman

0

Greg Walker

0

Holly Walker [J]

0

Michelle Walker
Mark Hansen
Malcolm Harris

Ian Cook
Holly Walker [J]

0
30
0

403
0
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Greg Walker

0

Josh Lococq

0

Elana Kolman

0

Michelle Walker

0

Chas Rieget
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Phil Brayne
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Tina Lingard
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Annella Riegert

0

Charles Faure
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Daniel Plach
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19
26

Wagoe Woes: “Incidents” Report
This long weekend Field Day was destined to be a memorable one. Not only for the
prospect of some serious fishing gold or good humoured camaraderie of fellow
beachcombers or even the beauty of
the spectacular coastline and
witnessing its stunning sunsets. No,
this Field Day had something more; it
had “incidents” or at least some
adventures.
Lets start at the beginning, various
members of the Beachcombers had
planned to go to Wagoe at differing
times and days; Cookie, Morris,
Joseph and Charles had arrived there on Thursday and took up residence in one of the
chalets there. Mark and Wendy left Perth on the Thursday afternoon and camped overnight at
Coronation beach [just north of Geraldton], early on Friday morning Mark noticed that one of
the rear tyres on his Land-cruiser was half flat so with the aid of his trusty compressor, the
tyre was re-inflated to its proper pressure for the final one and a half hour leg of the journey.
We arrived at Wagoe at 8.00am, unhitched and set up the caravan, swapped the slow leaking
tyre for the spare and broke out the fishing gear in readiness for the Field Day. Once all the
jobs had been accomplished, Mark walked to
Cookie’s chalet and noticed Ian’s trailer there but no
cars, after trying the UHF CB [on the club’s agreed
channel 10] without success and ringing his mobile
also without success, the
assumption was that they must
be down the beach and out of
range. A little after 11.00am the
decision to go look for them
saw us drive down through the 2km of winding track to the beach. The
sea was glassy with little wind and a medium swell. Wheel tracks could
be seen heading south which were followed keeping a look out for
telltale fishing rods holstered in rod holders with lines pointing
seawards. We continued down passed the lagoon into some seriously
soft sand for two or three kilometres until four small figures could be
seen in the distance, as we approached, it became evident that
Morris’s Prado was bogged half way up the beach and judging by that amount of disturbed
sand they had been working on
extracting the vehicle for quite a
while. Cookie’s car was safely
parked up in the dunes, the
boys had laboured for hours
with 3 nally bin lids, bits of
carpet and some local rocks
[the little shovel had broken
early on in the piece] trying to
save the car from the incoming
tide and to get it mobile again.
The addition of two extra people
[Mark and Wendy] to help push
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the Prado out tipped the balance in favour of success as Ian skilfully drove it to higher ground
and out behind the dunes. As we had stopped to render assistance, the Land-cruiser began
to dig in on take-off, so the tyres were deflated to 10PSI; suddenly we had traction and drove
along the beach until an exit through the dunes was found. Behind the dunes is scrubby bush
growing on limestone cap-rock and this is where one of the under inflated tyres got staked or
pinched on the sidewall resulting in a rapid puncture that leaked only when the hole was
flexed open as the tyre rotated across the ground, this meant that the tyre needed re-inflating
several times to drive the 9km back to camp. After a bit of lunch and a couple of medicinal
beverages, Morris wanted to take Joseph into Kalbarri to see the sights and kindly offered to
take Mark’s 2 punctured tyres in to get repaired, one tyre was fixed [the slow leaking one from
the night before] but the other was
deemed irreparable and had to be
replace with a second hand tyre, which
now became the spare. Peter, Jennie
and Kaitlin, with Daniel following, arrived
that afternoon and set up their camper
next to Mark and Wendy’s caravan, a
little later Malcolm and Vix completed the
Beachcomber contingent. On Saturday
morning Morris decided to drive to Lucky
Bay by himself, took a wrong turn and
followed a track that eventually lead him
into some reeds that were growing in
mud with the consistency of chocolate
mousse and as a result the Prado sunk to
the chassis and was stuck fast. Alone,
Morris couldn’t extricate himself from this sticky situation, fortunately the vehicle was only
about 30 metres from the main road but hidden behind bush. He waded out of the swamp,
then hitchhiked back to the main gate to Wagoe and
walked the several kilometres down to where we were
camped seeking firstly a large drink of water and
secondly some assistance in retrieving his car. Two
vehicles, Mark in his Land-cruiser and Peter in his
Patrol, answered the call for help. The Prado was very
bogged around a bend with 50 metres of churned up
nastiness behind it; this situation needed careful
thought as the mud could easily claim two more
victims. Plan ”A”: we decided to drag the stricken car
forwards using the winch cable on the front of the
cruiser and the patrol pulling on the back of the cruiser
with a chain and snatch-strap combination. This
resulted in Mark losing traction and getting a bit
bogged while the patrol spun its wheels on firm
ground. A rethink was required. Plan “B”: the cable to
Morris’s car was slackened right off, Peter’s patrol was
turned to face the other way and re-attached to Mark’s
tow-hitch to drag him out of the boggy bit and onto
slightly firmer ground, the winch cable was tightened
on Morris’s Prado, and with the combined momentum
of the other two vehicles pulled the waterlogged car
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free from its sticky prison. Smiles and congratulations
all round! After a spot of unsuccessful fishing at Lucky
Bay it was back to the chalets to watch Collingwood
and Saint Kilda smash each other into a draw while
having a few well-earned beverages. The next day,
while driving back along the beach, Mark severely
bent a rim on a rock. Bugger! Remarkably, the tyre
didn’t deflate straight away which permitted a hasty
return to camp and with a bit of gentle persuasion
with a hammer and cold chisel to get it off the hub,
the busted wheel was swapped for the second-hand
spare. Just in time for the “lines up” BBQ washed
down with a couple of cold beverages.
The next day Morris and Joseph made an early departure to beat the holiday traffic, and
once the morning duties of packing up gear and handing the
FD forms to the FDO had be completed the rest of us bade
farewell to Wagoe and set off in convoy for the long trip
home.
It happened about 20km south of Dongara, the second
hand tyre bought in Kalbarri, de-laminated itself forcing a
quick emergency stop. Fortunately it hadn’t blown and was
still inflated. Cookie generously lent Mark the spare off his
trailer so he could get home. Mark’s tally by now was one
bent rim and three punctures. The rest of the journey home was uneventful, but the long
weekend traffic was more quantity rather than quality. Once home, Mark went to his local tyre
provedore and had the good tyre taken off the bent rim
and installed on the rim that had the delaminated tyre
on it, after a few days this slowly deflated. Thinking it
was yet another puncture, took it back to the tyre mob
for repair only to find that the tyre was OK but the rim
was cracked. Two damaged rims, three punctures and
no fish! Oh, what a wonderful weekend we had. We
are eagerly looking forward to an “incident” free Field
day in October at Tim’s Thicket/Binningup. [FINGERS
CROSSED]

Mark Hansen
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My Thoughts...
Contrary to popular belief – my brain has not quite exploded from
that rarely used conception of thought!!!!
I have just returned from a trip to the Gold Coast – which
included both a holiday and work. What a beautiful place. My
friend Lee-Anne and I went to many places. A lot of exploring and
a lot of laughter! We found some wonderfully spiritual places and
some wonderfully down to earth places. There was also the in
between places that were both grounded and lifting at the same
time! The Tambourine Mountains are magical. We went to a
rainforest and there was a “Skywalk” so we could walk above and
among these beautiful trees. Everything is so green and moist –
and no flies!!!
We also went to a place called the Crystal Castle – I was in heaven!
Crystals, Buddha’s and endless valleys and hills.
I have come home refreshed and at peace (most of the time!) and
hopefully enough energy to get through the ‘silly season’.
Jennie xox
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